This article 1 describes some of the features of a sophisticated language and environment designed for experimentation with unification-oriented linguistic descriptions. The system, called UD, has to date been used successfully as a development and prototyping tool in a research project on the application of situation schemata to the representation of real text, and in extensive experimentation in machine translation.
Introduction
The development of UD arose out of the need to have available a full set of prototyping and development tools for a number of different research projects in computational linguistics, all involving extensive text coverage in several languages: principally a demanding machine translation exercise and a substantial investigation into some practical applications of situation semantics (Rupp, Johnson and Rosner, 1992) .
The interaction between users and implementers has figured largely in the development of the system, and a major reason for the richness of its language and environment has been the pressure to accommodate the needs of a group of linguists working on three or four languages simultaneously and importing ideas from a variety of different theoretical backgrounds.
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Historically UD evolved out of a near relative of PATR-II (see Shieber, 1984) and its origins are still apparent, not least in the notation. In the course of development, however, UD has been enriched with ideas from many other sources, most notably from LFG (Bresnan, 1982) and HPSG (Sag and Pollard, 1987) .
Among the language features mentioned in the article are
• a wide range of data types, including lists, trees and user-restricted types, in addition to the normal feature structures;
• comprehensive treatment of disjunction;
• dynamic binding of pathname segments.
A particular article of faith which has been very influential in our work has been the conviction that well-designed programming languages (including ones used primarily by linguists), should not only supply a set of primitives which are appropriate for the application domain but should also contain within themselves sufficient apparatus to enable the user to create new abstractions which can be tuned to a particular view of the data.
We have therefore paid particular attention to a construct which in UD we call a relational abstraction, a generalisation of PATR-II templates which can take arguments and which allow multiple, recursive definition. In many respects relational abstractions resemble Prolog procedures, but with a declarative semantics implemented in terms of a typical feature-structure unifier.
Structure of the article
Section 2 gives a concise summary of the semantics of the basic UD unifier. This serves as a basis for an informal discussion, in Section 3, of our implementation of relational abstractions in terms of 'lazy' unification. The final section contains a few remarks on the issue of completeness, and a brief survey of some other language features.
Basic Unifier Semantics
In addition to the usual atoms and feature structures, the UD unifier also handles lists, trees, typed instances, and positive and negative disjunctions of atoms. This section contains the definition of unification over these constructs and employs certain notational conventions to represent these primitive UD data types, as shown in figure 1 .
Throughout the description, the metavariables U and V stand for objects of arbitrary type. Three other special symbols are used:
where some solutions are still incomplete-i.e., some of the K i are not empty. In very many circumstances it may well be legitimate to take no further action-for example where the output from a linguistic processor will be passed to some other device for further treatment, or where one solution is adequate and at least one of the K i is empty. Generally, however, the result set will have to be processed further.
The obvious move, of relaxing the requirement on immediate local convergence and allowing the iteration to proceed without bound, is of course not guaranteed to converge at all in pathological cases. Even so, if there exist some finite number of complete solutions our depth first strategy is guaranteed to find them eventually. If even this expedient fails, or is unacceptable for some reason, the user is allowed to change the environment dynamically so as to set an arbitrary depth bound on the number of final divergent iterations. In these latter cases, the result is presented in the form of a feature structure annotated with details of any constraints which are still unresolved.
Discussion
Designers of unification grammar formalisms have tended to avoid including constructs with the power of relational abstraction, presumably through concern about issues of completeness and decidability. We feel that this is an unfortunate decision in view of the tremendous increase in expressiveness which these constructs can give. (Incidentally, they can be introduced, as in UD, without compromising declarativeness and monotonicity, which are arguably, from a practical point of view, more important considerations.) On a more pragmatic note, UD has been run without observable error on evolving descriptions of substantial subsets of French and German, and it has been rarely necessary to intervene on the depth bound, which defaults to zero.
In practice, users seem to need the extra power very sparingly, perhaps in one or two abstractions in their entire description, but then it seems to be crucially important to the clarity and elegance of the whole descriptive structure (list appending operations, as in HPSG, for example, may be a typical case).
Other extensions
Once we have a mechanism for 'lazy' unification, it becomes natural to use the same apparatus to implement a variety of features which improve the habitability and expressiveness of the system as a whole. Most obviously we can exploit the same framework of local convergence or suspension to support efficient hand-coded versions of some basic primitives like list concatenation and non-deterministic extraction of elements from arbitrary list positions. This has been done to advantage in our case, for example, to facilitate importation of useful ideas from, inter alia HPSG and JPSG (Gunji, 1987) . We have also implemented a fully generalised disjunction (as opposed to the atomic value disjunction described in section 2) using the same lazy strategy to avoid exploding alternatives unnecessarily. Similarly, it was quite simple to add a treatment of underspecified pathnames to allow simulation of some recent ideas from LFG (Kaplan, Maxwell and Zaenen, 1987 ).
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